Cut out as two strips and attach together using the dark rectangle. This is your BC strip. Attach BC timeline pieces in order. Fold accordion style and write B.C. on the cover.
Cut out the two rectangle strips and attach together. Make these the AD timeline. Attach the timeline pieces in order. Fold accordion style. Write A.D. on the cover.
Cut out each rectangle and glue the pieces onto the timeline in chronological order. Remember that BC works backwards, the bigger the number the longer ago it was. The AD on the other. There are more picture/date cards on the next page.

- Compass: 200 BC
- Crossbow: 500 BC
- Toilet Paper: 589 AD
- Growing Rice: 4000 BC
- Rotary Fan: 200 BC
- Silk Making: 3000 BC
- Fork: 2400 BC
- Tea: 2000 BC
- Salt Making: 2000 BC
Cut out each piece separately and attach in chronological order to the timeline.